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“No . . . Printed News Papers in Those Days”

 DaNIel deFoe’S hISToRICal FICTIoN A JournAL of ThE PLAGuE  
Year (1722) opens with an oral rumor. H. F., the London sad-
dler who is the fictional author of A Journal, recalls how he 

first overheard the news that the plague had arrived in Holland:

It was about the Beginning of September 1664, that I, among the Rest 
of my Neighbours, heard in Ordinary Discourse, that the Plague was 
return’d again in Holland. . . . whether they say, it was brought, some 
said from Italy, others from the Levant . . . others said it was brought 
from Candia; others from Cypress. It matter’d not, from whence it 
come; but all agreed, it was come into Holland again.

We had no such thing as printed News Papers in those Days, to 
spread Rumours and Reports of Things; and to improve them by the 
Invention of Men, as I have liv’d to see practis’d since. But such things 
as these were gather’d from the Letters of Merchants, and others, who 
corresponded abroad, and from them was handed about by Word of 
Mouth only; so that things did not spread instantly over the whole Na-
tion, as they do now. (5)

As H. F.’s recollection suggests, the chief medium of news in 1664–65 
was oral communication. What was known was a matter of rumor 
and discussion (“they say,” “some said,” “others said,” “all agreed”). 
Foregrounding the fifty-seven-year time gap between the events that 
H. F. relates and the imagined posthumous publication of his “Memo-
randums” in 1722, Defoe represents this temporal distance in terms 
of contemporary shifts in modes of communication—especially the 
relative availability of printed news. Looking back on events that are 
now only distant memories, H. F. reconstructs the earlier period as 
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one of lack (“no . . . printed News Papers”), 
then draws a line between “those Days” and 
“now” (“as I have liv’d to see practis’d since”). 
Over this period, Defoe suggests, England has 
become more modern. Specifically, the reading 
public has become less vulnerably dependent 
on oral reports (“Word of Mouth”) and in-
creasingly able to consult fact-oriented (if never 
wholly factual) “printed News.” He thus sets 
up two structural movements central to this 
work: moving diachronically across time, we 
also move synchronically across different com-
municative modes that in reality are coexisting 
and interdependent but are here represented as 
parts of a linear, progressive development.

In the same paragraph, Defoe continues 
the movement of rumor and report across 
voice, manuscript, and print—this time mod-
eling government efforts to track the plague:

[T]his Rumour died off again, and People began 
to forget it . . . till the . . . Beginning of Decem-
ber 1664, when two Men . . . died of the Plague 
in Long Acre. . . . The Family they were in, 
endeavour’d to conceal it . . . but as it had gotten 
some Vent in the Discourse of the Neighbour-
hood, the Secretaries of State gat Knowledge 
of it. And concerning themselves to inquire 
about it, in order to be certain of the Truth, two 
Physicians and a Surgeon were order’d to go 
to the House, and make Inspection. This they 
did; and finding evident Tokens of the Sickness 
upon both the Bodies that were dead, they gave 
their Opinions publickly, that they died of the 
Plague: Whereupon it was given in to the Par-
ish Clerk, and he also return’d them to the Hall; 
and it was printed in the weekly Bill of Mortal-
ity in the usual manner, thus,

Plague 2. Parishes infected 1. (5–6)

When a rumor of the plague’s arrival reaches 
the secretaries of state, they appoint “two 
Physicians and a Surgeon” to visit the house 
suspected to harbor the infection. These gen-
tlemen inspect “the Bodies that were dead,” 
then orally deliver their “Opinions” concern-
ing cause of death to the parish clerk, who 
writes them down. The clerk’s transcription 

of the physicians’ judgments is then printed 
in the official bill of mortality. Published 
weekly by the government at times of crisis 
and posted in public places, the bills con-
sisted of single sheets printed on one side 
with the number of deaths per parish and 
the estimated number of deaths caused by 
plague and on the other side with the total 
number of deaths broken down according to 
apparent cause (fig. 1). Significantly, as the 
collected information moves across modes 
of communication—from oral “Rumour” 
and “Opinion” to manuscript transcription 
and printed text—its status subtly shifts. The 
orally delivered judgments of the physicians 
are medical “Opinions,” suggesting authori-
tative judgments but nonetheless resting on 
grounds insufficient for conclusive demon-
stration. Once these opinions are printed in 
the bills, however, they appear to acquire the 
status of truth. H. F. marks this transforma-
tion with a flourish, setting apart from his 
narrative the now official statistics concern-
ing plague deaths for this week of September: 
“Plague 2. Parishes infected 1.”

Yet H. F.’s depiction here of the procedure 
for searching the dead so as to track the move-
ment of the plague is most remarkable for how 
atypical it is of his usual representation of 
this process in A Journal. In this instance, the 
procedure is depicted as relatively reliable: an 
authoritative team of medical men, overseen 
by the secretaries of state, conducts an empir-
ical observation “in order to be certain of the 
Truth.” The presence of plague is indicated by 
“evident Tokens . . . upon both the Bodies,” 
and the judgment concerning cause of death 
is transferred in an orderly, uncorrupted 
manner into the bills. Elsewhere, however, 
H. F. repeatedly emphasizes the impossibil-
ity of interpreting signs of plague with cer-
tainty, and he excoriates the unreliability of 
the bills of mortality. He estimates that “there 
died, at least, 100000 of the Plague . . . who 
were not put down” (83). Furthermore, even 
in this relatively idealized opening depic-
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tion, the secretaries of state first learn of the 
plague’s arrival through neighborhood gossip: 
a “Rumour” that had “gotten . . . Vent.” Nor 
is print any more reliable than common talk. 
As we have just seen, the bills of mortality 
risk “spread[ing] Rumours” precisely because 
 orally delivered opinions immediately under-
lie printed texts. No form of communication, 
whether print, manuscript, or oral, is exempt 
from the “Invention of Men”—undermin-
ing any clear distinction or hierarchy among 
them such as H. F. elsewhere tries to make. 
This movement from oral report into would-
be authoritative print is evident throughout A 
Journal—most obviously, as H. F. struggles to 
assess the “Stories” of the plague that he “met 
with, that is heard of, and which are very cer-
tain to be true, or very near the Truth; that is 
to say, true in the General” (47).

In The Nature of the Book: Print and 
Knowledge in the Making, Adrian Johns has 
worked to historicize assumptions about 
“print culture,” suggesting that “what we of-
ten regard as essential elements and necessary 
concomitants of print are in fact rather more 
contingent than generally acknowledged. Ve-
racity in particular is . . . extrinsic to the press 
itself, and has had to be grafted onto it” (2; 
see also Warner, esp. 1–33). In early modern 
England, the commercial and cultural success 
of printing could come only after the technol-
ogy and its products had acquired an “air of 
intrinsic reliability” (3). Printers, booksellers, 
and market-oriented authors such as Defoe 
had the most to gain by encouraging the idea 
of the superior trustworthiness of print. As 
his generation’s most prolific printed author, 
Defoe contributed significantly to an emer-
gent model of a hierarchy of forms of com-
munication with print at its apex. In his Essay 
upon Literature (1726), he declared, “The 
Printing Art has out-run the Pen, and may 
pass for the greatest Improvement of its Kind 
in the World” (301). Yet he also knew that 
print had no inherent link to credibility. Hu-
man agents could use it to spread false reports 

as well as true. As he suggested in The Storm 
(1704), print’s only inherent characteristic 
was the way that it “convey[ed] its Contents,” 
whether true or false, long after the human 
agents who employed it were dead:

[A] Book Printed is a Record, remaining in 
every Man’s Possession, always ready to re-
new its Acquaintance with his Memory, and 
always ready to be produc’d as an Authority 
or Voucher to any Reports he makes out of it, 
and conveys its Contents for Ages to come, 
to the Eternity of mortal Time, when the Au-
thor is forgotten in his Grave. (A2v)1

Reliability was especially crucial because 
of print’s vast reach across time and space: 
“Preaching of Sermons is Speaking to a few 
of Mankind: Printing of Books is Talking to 
the whole World” (A2r).

Readers of A Journal have long puzzled 
over H. F.’s opening remark concerning the 
absence of “printed News Papers” in 1664–
65. Why would H. F., a saddler, make such a 
statement in so prominent a place? Watson 
Nicholson argues that H. F.’s assertion is “so 
gratuitous as to cause suspicion.” As a journal-
ist, Defoe “must have been aware” that there 
were newspaper prototypes (though not daily 
newspapers) in 1664–65 (52, 82). Frank Bastian 
counters that Defoe “cannot have known” of 
these prototypes, for if he “wished his account 
to be, or only to appear, accurate, he would 
scarcely have invited criticism by a statement 
he knew to be false” (163). Yet while critics 
have debated Defoe’s knowledge of newspaper 
history, none has addressed the question of 
how H. F.’s statement actually functions in A 
Journal. I propose that whether or not Defoe 
knew of the printed news genres of 1664–65, 
this opening statement works to set up a key 
structuring binary of the text: the opposition 
of a backward past associated with orality to 
a new, print-oriented modernity associated 
with the collection and reproduction of accu-
rate statistics and true report. Writing in 1722 
about events supposed to have taken place in 
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Fig. 1
Bill of mortality 

for the week of 

12–19 September 

1665,� showing an 

 estimated 6,�544 

deaths from the 

plague. Reproduced 

by permission of 

the Pepys library,� 

Magdalene College,� 

Cambridge (Pl 1595).
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1664–65, Defoe was in fact writing across the 
historical period that marks the institutional-
ization of a recognizably modern newspaper 
press. In 1663–66 there were only three regu-
larly printed sources of news (two eight-page 
newsbooks, The Intelligencer and The Newes, 
published weekly by Roger L’Estrange, and, 
beginning in 1666, the government organ The 
Oxford [later London] Gazette). By 1702, how-
ever, the first daily newspaper had appeared, 
and by 1712 “about twenty single-leaf papers 
were regularly published in the capital each 
week” (Harris 19). By 1722 the reading public 
had come to depend on printed news. Defoe’s 
statement may be a comment on the relative 
absence of newspapers in 1664–65, but I read 
it as indicative of his contribution to emergent 
developmental narratives of media shift still 
with us today: particularly, the model whereby 
an orality that is in fact coexistent with and 
inseparable from print is ideologically rel-
egated to the past.2 The identity of both print 
and orality has had to be made.

Yet Defoe was as much a theorist of print 
as a propagandist for it. Throughout his many 
fictional, journalistic, and informational 
writings on plague, his most consuming 
concern is arguably the lack of credibility of 
the printed bills. In A Journal, H. F. laments 
the inaccuracy of the bills at least thirteen 
times (Nicholson 90). When Defoe published 
A Journal in March 1722, outbreaks of the 
plague had been occurring on the Continent. 
In February he published Due Preparations 
for the Plague, a didactic text aimed at teach-
ing readers to prepare for a future epidemic. 
Likewise, A Journal should be read as an effort 
to shape future practice. At times of plague, 
H. F. stresses, the reliability of the bills is a 
matter of the utmost importance, for pan-
icked citizens will inevitably use these texts 
as a guide to action, even when they know 
that the texts cannot be read at face value as 
truth. H. F. notes that in 1665, “as soon as the 
first great Decrease in the Bills appear’d,” the 
people abandoned caution, causing escalation 

of the plague: “the Bills encreas’d again Four 
Hundred the very first Week” (176–77).

In his concern with the accuracy of the 
bills of mortality, Defoe was addressing the 
lack of credibility of print. But what he was 
most pointedly concerned with was where the 
statistics came from: how they were collected 
and the observations, interpretations, and oral 
reports on which they were based. Readers of 
A Journal cannot fail to note H. F.’s concern 
with the bills, yet, surprisingly, no scholar has 
commented on the (near) erasure in this text 
of the officials responsible for the gathering of 
this information. Despite the relatively ideal-
ized scenario in H. F.’s opening paragraphs, 
prominent physicians did not in fact make 
routine rounds of infected houses during 
plague time, purposely bringing themselves 
into contact with the deadly disease. Instead, 
this was the job of the “Women-Searchers,” 
ground-level agents officially hired by the 
government since at least 1579 to search bod-
ies and determine cause of death. Depicted in 
contemporary illustrations and discussed in 
texts available to Defoe, the women search-
ers “played a central role in the regulation of 
public health in England for over 250 years”3 
(figs. 2 and 3). Defoe is well known to have 
used printed historical sources in composing 
A Journal. Most notoriously, he reprints in 
full and nearly verbatim the official “ORDERS 
Conceived and Published by the Lord MAYOR 
and Aldermen of the City of London, concern-
ing the Infection of the Plague 1665” (36–43). 
The Orders consists of a set of instructions for 
tracking and containing the plague—includ-
ing a detailed directive for the appointment of 
“Women-Searchers in every Parish” (37). Yet, 
while Defoe reprints the official order for the 
appointment of the women searchers, no critic 
has remarked that these women do not appear 
anywhere else in Defoe’s historical fiction of 
the plague. While all the other workers listed 
in the Orders (“Examiners,” “Watchmen,” 
“Nurse-Keepers,” and so on) become famil-
iar figures in Defoe’s account, the category of 
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Fig. 2
anonymous plague 

broadsheet (c. 1665),� 

depicting women 

searchers in third 

frame. Reproduced 

by permission 

of the Pepys 

library,� Magdalene 

 College,� Cambridge 

(Pl 2973/447).
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Fig. 3
Two frames of 

a nine-frame 

anonymous 

plague broadsheet 

(c. 1665),� depicting 

women searchers 

at work. Reprinted 

from walter George 

Bell,� The Great 

Plague in London in 

1665 (london: lane,� 

1924),� facing 105.

plague personnel most  prominent in the Or-
ders—the women searchers—is mysteriously 
missing everywhere else in his text.

I propose that Defoe’s erasure of the 
women searchers in A Journal paradoxically 
has to do with his efforts to forge a bond 
not previously existing between print and 
“en hanced fidelity, reliability, and truth” 
(Johns 5). Defoe knew that “printed news was 
only a rung above rumour on the ladder of 
credibility” (Atherton 47), and he was deeply 
invested in drawing a theoretical line between 
oral rumors and printed news. His erasure of 
the female, oral origins of the bills is part of a 
larger agenda in his writings to model print as 
separate from certain kinds of orality—espe-
cially the type of suspect orality that he asso-
ciated with superstitious old women. In Due 
Preparations for the Plague, he explicitly links 
the problem of the searchers to the larger issue 
of trusting print. But in A Journal, published 
only a few weeks later, he quietly erases the 
searchers, as part of an eff ort to rewrite the 
chaotic past of a  not -yet- modern civic bureau-
cracy in the new, idealized image of a civic or-
der based on the gathering and dissemination 
of printed news. In early modern England, the 
government’s reliance on the oral reports of 
typically illiterate poor women was a striking 
reversal of the usual hierarchy of readers over 
nonreaders. Under normal circumstances, il-
literate persons depended on the literate for 
access to printed news, but at times of plague, 
literate authorities grew dependent on illiter-
ate women’s readings of “tokens” on infected 
bodies. Th e searchers’ orally delivered verdicts 
formed the basis for the bills of mortality 
(and, by extension, for the political and civil 
mandates based on those texts). Defoe worked 
to dissociate his culture from what he viewed 
as a destabilizing and backward reliance on 
orality, and I will investigate here his fi ction-
alized containment of the contagion of the 
oral in the increasingly  print -oriented society 
in which he wrote. Print—especially printed 
collected information, such as news—would 

be a major structural element in a newly 
far-  reaching bureaucratic civic and national 
order, and Defoe himself would be a part of 
these developments, whether as journalist, 
informational author, reporting spy, or even 
writer of true histories. A Journal models an 
unreliable oral past that is—or rather should 
be—cut off  from the  print -oriented future.

Yet although Defoe works to strengthen 
the credibility of print by separating it from 
the contagion of the oral, suspect orality 
seeps out everywhere in A Journal. At least 
three times, H. F. exults in the plague’s appar-
ent silencing of the retailers of “vulgar” oral 
street culture: “all the Predictors, Astrolo-
gers,  Fortune -tellers . . . and such People were 
gone and vanish’d” (141–42). I will explore 
this text’s repeated erasure of the kind of oral 
street culture that H. F. shows to have been 
distressingly infl uential in this time of need, 
and I will suggest how this repeated erasure 
of superstitious orality is related to the era-
sures of “ Women -Searchers” and “printed 
News Papers” in 1664–65. While Defoe him-
self most likely drew on some oral sources 
for his knowledge of the plague,⁴ his saddler 
character struggles to distance himself from 
the types of orality that he links to rumors, 
contagion, superstition, and a backward past. 
Yet H. F.’s attempted construction of a bi-
nary divide between then and now, suspect 
orality and credible print, is wishful think-
ing. Th e idea of a more reliable print culture 
displacing an older oral one is an infl uential 
construct that Defoe helped to create—and at 
times of crisis, A Journal shows, the oral un-
derpinnings of modern print culture reveal 
themselves in surprising ways.

“Ridiculous Legends, Call’d Bills of 
Mortality”

In a scene in Due Preparations, Defoe depicts 
two brothers debating the extent to which the 
bills of mortality can be trusted. When the 
“1st Brother” points out an apparent decrease 
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in the number of plague deaths, the “2nd 
Brother” expresses surprise that his sibling 
“should lay any stress upon what [the bills] 
say.” He notes that the seemingly impersonal 
data presented in the bills have fallible human 
origins—“the searchers and parish officers,” 
who can be bribed: “people get their dead put 
in of other distempers, that their houses may 
not be marked or ordered to be shut up; they 
bribe the searchers and parish officers” (121). 
This exchange develops into a discussion of 
the serious stakes of trusting print. The first 
brother states, “I take things always for true 
when authority publishes them,” but the sec-
ond brother is more cautious: “I am for be-
ing imposed on by nobody, especially in a 
case that so nearly touches my life, as this” 
(135). While the first brother holds that texts 
printed by “authority” must be true, the sec-
ond brother prides himself on being an astute 
critical reader alert to the origins of printed 
texts. In set pieces like this one, Defoe frankly 
addresses the current fragility of public trust 
in print, and he suggests that if the nation is 
about to experience another plague, the gov-
ernment must shore up the foundations of the 
bills of mortality—or this fragile, not yet fully 
established trust in print will collapse.

In A Journal, inaccurate printed infor-
mation makes an already terrible situation 
worse. Whenever the citizens of London see 
a decrease in the number of reported plague 
deaths, they react foolishly, calling out to 
neighbors whom they had been trying to 
avoid: “they . . . ask’d . . . if they had heard the 
good News, that the Plague was abated” (190). 
The citizens respond to the bills with excited 
“talk,” but their overhasty orality causes fur-
ther spreading of the contagion. The govern-
ment responds to this “thoughtless Humour 
of the People” by publishing more would-be 
authoritative texts, giving out “printed Direc-
tions, spreading them all over the City.” But 
these printed texts are ineffectual, for the er-
roneous bills have already done their damage. 
The people were “so surpriz’d with the Satis-

faction of seeing a vast Decrease in the weekly 
Bills, that they were impenetrable” (177).

The seeming transparency of the bills sug-
gests a neat chain of collected evidence, but 
contemporary discussions of the procedures 
for collecting this government-authorized 
information reveal a more complex dynamic. 
Most strikingly, these accounts make clear 
the central role of “antient Matrons” in this 
process. The statistician John Graunt, in his 
Natural and Political Observations . . . upon 
the Bills of Mortality (1662) and Reflections on 
the Weekly Bills of Mortality (1665), provides 
the most detailed contemporary accounts. 
(These texts were immediately available to 
Defoe in A Collection of Very Valuable and 
Scarce Pieces Relating to the Last Plague 
[1721], printed by his own printer, James 
Roberts, only a few months before Roberts 
printed A Journal. A Collection was also the 
likely source from which Defoe obtained a 
copy of the 1665 Orders he then reprinted in 
A Journal.) Graunt estimated that the number 
of reported plague deaths was at least twenty-
five percent too low, and he warned that “the 
knowledg[e] even of the numbers, which die 
of the Plague, is not sufficiently deduced from 
the meer Report of the Searchers, which onely 
the Bills afford.” He recounts the procedures 
for the compilation of the bills:

When any one dies, then, either by tolling, or 
ringing of a Bell, or by bespeaking of a Grave 
of the Sexton, the same is known to the Search-
ers, corresponding with the said Sexton.

The Searchers hereupon (who are antient 
Matrons, sworn to their Office) repair to the 
place, where the dead Corps lies, and by view 
of the same, and by other enquiries, they ex-
amine by what Disease, or Casualty the Corps 
died. Hereupon they make their Report to the 
 Parish-Clerk, and he, every Tuesday night, 
carries in an Accompt of all the Burials, and 
Christnings, hapning that Week, to the Clerk of 
the Hall. On Wednesday the general Accompt is 
made up, and Printed, and on Thursdays pub-
lished, and dispersed. (Observations 13, 11)
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The women searchers physically examined 
the bodies where they lay and, “by view of 
the same,” reached their interpretive verdicts 
concerning cause of death. They then orally 
delivered their report to the parish clerk, who 
wrote it down, and once a week the clerk de-
livered his tally to the hall of the Company of 
Parish Clerks. The records from the various 
parishes were then collated, and the “general 
Accompt” was “Printed . . . published, and dis-
persed.” This movement across different forms 
of communication, from oral report to writ-
ten tally to printed bill, recalls the movement 
of rumors we saw in the opening paragraphs 
of A Journal. In this instance, however, the 
status of the information changes from oral, 
female, and inevitably subjective to printed, 
male, and seemingly authoritative. The final 
product, the printed bills, wholly obscures the 
searchers’ verdicts and the interpretive work 
on which they were based (see also Munkhoff 
13). (As H. F. himself admits, the symptoms 
of bubonic plague were easily confused with 
those of other diseases, and sometimes there 
were no signs at all: “it is impossible to know 
the infected People from the sound” [151].)

The government relied on women search-
ers well into the nineteenth century, until the 
position became defunct as a consequence 
of the Registration Act of 1836. As Walter 
George Bell observes, “I imagine that few 
people realize . . . how long was the depen-
dence upon . . . ‘searchers of the dead’ for 
vital statistics. The old-women searchers, 
with their right of intrusion into the house of 
bereavement, exercised their office down to 
. . . 1836” (19). As the 1665 order for the ap-
pointment of women searchers makes clear, 
the official searchers were always women, for 
modesty norms prevented men from search-
ing female bodies (but not the reverse). The 
searchers were also typically poor, frequently 
parish pensioners who were expected to per-
form these services in return for support. The 
Orders of 1592 state that any woman “fayling 
to doe that service, shall not have any Pen-

sion owt of the hospitall [or Parish]” (qtd. in 
Munkhoff 1). The searchers were also closely 
associated with illiteracy; as late as 1799, a 
concerned clergyman complained that “per-
sons are appointed who cannot write” and 
that the searchers did not report directly to 
parish clerks but rather “trust to memory 
till they get home; then, child or neighbour 
writes what they suppose it to be” (Gentle-
man’s Magazine 658). These women were pro-
hibited from seeking any other employment, 
and, as contemporary illustrations show, they 
were required to carry long rods to indicate 
their regular contact with disease. Yet despite 
their pariah status, the searchers’ job duties 
effectively put them in charge of quarantine. 
On the basis of their verdicts, entire house-
holds could be shut up for a month. These 
verdicts were also the source of the statistics 
printed in the bills: “They gave the informa-
tion to which every statement in the Bills of 
Mortality is traced back” (Bell 17).

How exactly does Defoe handle the 
women searchers in his historical fiction? 
As I have mentioned, he reprints the plague 
Orders of 1665, which take up “a little over 
 one-thirtieth of the entire book” (Nicholson 
49). First issued in 1579, the Orders included 
instructions for the appointment of a set of 
citizen officials. Here is the directive for the 
appointment of women searchers as it ap-
pears in Defoe’s text:

THAT there be a special care to appoint 
Women-Searchers in every Parish, such as 
are of honest Reputation, and of the best Sort 
as can be got in this kind: And these to be 
sworn to make due Search, and true Report 
to the utmost of their Knowledge, whether 
the Persons whose Bodies they are appointed 
to Search, do die of the Infection, or of what 
other Diseases, as near as they can. And that 
the Physicians who shall be appointed for 
Cure and Prevention of the Infection, do call 
before them the said Searchers, who are, or 
shall be appointed for the several Parishes 
under their respective Care; to the end they 
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may consider, whether they are fitly qualified 
for that Employment; and charge them from 
time to time as they shall see Cause, if they 
appear Defective in their Duties.

That no Searcher during this time of Visi-
tation, be permitted to use any publick Work 
or Employment, or keep any Shop or Stall, or 
be employed as a Landress, or in any other 
common Employment whatsoever. (37)

As I have also noted, this is the only time 
in A Journal when Defoe names the women 
searchers or suggests that there was a position 
held by “Searchers” as distinct from “Exam-
iners”5 or that searching was a job performed 
by women. H. F. is vague in specifying the 
procedures for determining cause of death; he 
typically refers to this process in the passive 
voice (the houses were searched) or refers to 
those searching as an indeterminate “they.” 
His terminology blurs matters further. His-
torically, the word searcher was interchange-
able with visitor, but he merges visitor and 
examiner and elides the searchers. At the 
same time, he substantially enhances the role 
and numbers of the (male) examiners. (He 
brief ly serves as an examiner himself.) He 
claims that “there were two Examiners to ev-
ery District or Precinct” and that his parish 
had “no less than eighteen Examiners” (135, 
128). (Like so many aspects of Defoe’s histori-
cal fiction, these numbers have no basis in re-
ality; rather, they are idealistic, intended to 
serve as a template for future practice.) H. F. 
is also vague about his duties as an examiner, 
yet he is clear about what examiners did not 
do. He insists that “the Examiners can not be 
supposed . . . to go into . . . Houses to visit and 
search” (135). At one ludicrous moment, he 
proposes that the best way to determine the 
cause of death was to stand outside houses 
suspected to harbor the plague and ask the 
neighbors: “we were no way capable of com-
ing at the Knowledge of the true state of any 
Family, but by enquiring at the Door, or of the 
Neighbours; as for going into every House to 
search, that was a part, no Authority wou’d 

offer to impose on the Inhabitants” (133). Yet 
Defoe is correct that examiners—as opposed 
to searchers—investigated circumstances, not 
bodies. The Orders directs that examiners 
“enquire and learn from time to time what 
Houses in every Parish be Visited, and what 
Persons be Sick . . . as near as they can inform 
themselves” (36; my emphasis). Still, histori-
ans of the plague have concluded that exam-
iners were in reality few in number. As H. F. 
notes, “I got myself discharg’d of the danger-
ous Office . . . as soon as I cou’d” (135).

On 18 November 1721, Applebee’s Original 
Weekly Journal published a letter by one “Tom 
Beadle,” who rails against “those ridiculous 
Legends, call’d Bills of Mortallity.” (This is-
sue has been attributed to Defoe.) One reason 
that Mr. Beadle links the bills with erroneous 
orality may be that their “Foundations” were 
in fact oral. The printed bills are held to be no 
more reliable than “ridiculous Legends” pre-
cisely because they stem from the oral reports 
of old women. Mr. Beadle places the blame for 
the bills’ unreliability squarely on the search-
ers and the negligent (male) parish clerks to 
whom they report. In one sentence, he uses 
the phrase “old Women” twice, once to refer to 
the searchers and once to the male clerks who 
transcribe—or invent—the searchers’ verdicts: 
“The Searchers are a sort of old Women, Igno-
rant, Negligent; that many times the Clarks, 
who are not above half a Degree better old 
Women than the Searchers, often supply the 
Searchers Office, and put the Dead down of 
what comes next in their Heads.” (We en-
counter the same gendering of unreliable male 
individuals as old women in A Journal, when 
Defoe refers to men who participate in suspect 
oral traditions as “old Women too” [21].) Like 
the first brother in Due Preparations, Mr. Bea-
dle is convinced that the “greatest Fraud” of 
the bills is “from the ignorance of the Search-
ers, and the slight Inquiries they make after 
the Fact.” Furthermore, until this problem is 
itself “Search’d into,” neither the bills nor any 
“Calculations” based on them will be credible: 
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“till this is Detected, and Search’d into, I ex-
pect nothing can be depended on from our 
Bills of Mortality.” Printed texts published 
by the authority of the government need to 
be established on a firmer “Foundation” than 
oral reports. The searchers’ verdicts—here un-
derstood as old women’s unreliable oral tes-
timony—are an embarrassingly weak link in 
the authority of the would-be modern govern-
ment that prints the bills as truth.

Yet the truth claims of the women search-
ers were always already under suspicion. The 
1665 Orders requires that only women of 
“honest Reputation” be appointed and that 
these women be “sworn to make due Search, 
and true Report.” Why this suspicion of new 
appointees, even though these pensioners 
presumably had no previous records of false 
reporting? The answer, I propose, lies at least 
partly in long-standing cultural assumptions 
about old women and orality. In early modern 
England, old women’s words were inherently 
under suspicion (as the phrase old wives’ tales 
suggests). As Laura Gowing has shown, in ju-
ridical and other environments the testimony 
of old men might still be trusted, but

older women had a distinctly different stand-
ing in the community from old men: if men, 
with age, acquired a certain power and status 
that enabled some to mediate in social dis-
putes, older women were just as likely to be 
defined as a source of trouble, and for female 
witnesses, the phrase “old poor woman” was 
a marker of discredit. (50)

Gender stereotypes are also evident in the ety-
mology of gossip: historically, a gossip was a 
companion invited to be present at a birth, but 
the term came to denote “[a] person, mostly 
a woman, of light and trifling character, esp. 
one who delights in idle talk; a newsmonger, 
a tattler”(“Gossip”; my emphasis). Defoe’s era-
sure of the women searchers has much to do 
with these traditional stereotypes of women 
and orality, and it is also related to his repre-
sentation of cunning women and female prog-

nosticators elsewhere in this text. Like the 
female interpreters of dreams and clouds H. F. 
runs into on the streets, the women search-
ers interpreted signs on the body that could 
be read without literacy. But the searchers’ 
oral reports were later printed,  and thus their 
always-already-suspect interpretations had 
long-term consequences for the credibility of 
print: the bills of mortality that would “con-
vey . . . [their] Contents for Ages to come.”

“Addicted to . . . Old Wives Tales”

While Defoe (nearly) erases the women 
searchers and their oral verdicts in A Journal, 
other varieties of orality and aurality seem 
to seep out everywhere else in this text. The 
book is characterized by a pervasive concern 
with sound, especially paralinguistic vocal-
izations such as “dying Groans,” “dismal 
Shrieks,” and “lamentable Cries” (33, 50, 65):

The Voice of Mourning was truly heard in the 
Streets; the shrieks of Women and Children 
at the Windows, and Doors of their Houses, 
where their dearest Relations were, perhaps 
dying, or just dead, were so frequent to be 
heard, as we passed the Streets, that it was 
enough to pierce the stoutest Heart in the 
World, to hear them. (18)

H. F. wants more than anything else to make 
us hear the plague:

I wish I could repeat the very Sound of those 
Groans, and of those Exclamations that I 
heard from some poor dying Creatures, when 
in the Height of their Agonies and Distress; 
and that I could make him that read this 
hear; as I imagine I now hear them, for the 
Sound seems still to Ring in my Ears. (86)

Even visual horrors register themselves au-
rally. As a church sexton says to H. F. of the 
burial pits, “ ’[T]will be a Sermon to you . . . 
the best that ever you heard in your Life. ’Tis 
a speaking Sight” (54).
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Paul K. Alkon suggests that Defoe’s ap-
peal to “the reader’s aural imagination” in A 
Journal is “calculated to diminish his read-
ers’ sense of distance between themselves and 
1665” (174, 50), but I would point out that 
while Defoe does temporarily allow us to get 
caught up in H. F.’s narrative, he also con-
stantly reminds us that we are reading a writ-
ten account penned long after the fact. Defoe 
could have depicted H. F. orally relating a story 
“as it happens,” but instead he emphasizes that 
H. F.’s story is mediated by time, memory, and 
above all writing. As H. F. says, “I remember, 
and while I am writing this Story, I think I 
hear the very Sound of it” (50; my emphasis). 
He draws on oral stories, but he also tries to 
construct a hierarchical relation between mere 
oral tales and authoritative written truth. A 
saddler by trade, he nonetheless surrounds 
himself with books: “Such intervals as I had, 
I employed in reading Books, and in writing 
down my Memorandums of what occurred to 
me every Day” (65). His journal is filled with 
references to the materiality of writing: “I have 
set this particular down so fully, because . . .” 
(11). He purportedly draws on memories, yet 
he also foregrounds the inadequacy of mem-
ory: “As to the poor Man whether he liv’d or 
dy’d I don’t remember” (129).

H. F. especially distances his account 
from oral rumors. He could fill his jour-
nal with such tales, he says, but he will not. 
Adam Fox argues for the cultural centrality 
of the “grapevine, or the spreading of news 
or information by word of mouth.” This phe-
nomenon, while “of the utmost importance in 
the dissemination of intelligence and report,” 
still has not “received the historical attention 
which it deserves” (335). In A Journal, Defoe 
thematizes the workings of the grapevine 
and shows its centrality—and danger—as a 
social force. At times of crisis, the scope for 
unfounded stories is immense, and H. F. ex-
plores in detail how rumors originate, func-
tion, and spread. He theorizes three key 
characteristics of rumors: they obscure their 

origins, feed on circumstantial details, and 
grow with each telling. He especially consid-
ers “Innumerable Stories . . . of the cruel Be-
haviours and Practises of Nurses, who tended 
the Sick” (55). These stories were “always 
placed . . . at the farther End of the Town, op-
posite, or most remote from where you were 
to hear it” (71), and “the Particulars were al-
ways the same, especially that of laying a wet 
double Clout on a dying Man’s Face” (72). He 
ultimately decides that “there was more of 
Tale than of Truth in those Things” (72).

Oral rumors are themselves a kind of 
plague, for they make a bad situation worse. 
The deaths of two citizens near the meat mar-
ket give rise to “a Rumor that the Meat was 
all infected . . . and spoil’d the Market for 
two or three Days.” Rumors do their damage 
whether or not they are true, for “no Body 
can account for the Possession of Fear when 
it takes hold of the Mind” (188). They are not 
only plague-like but themselves transmitters 
of the plague, for, like most of his contem-
poraries, Defoe believed that plague effluvia 
were spread by breath. (In his Diary, Samuel 
Pepys describes the experience of walking 
through the streets during the plague, desper-
ately trying to avoid having to speak to oth-
ers: “And Lord, to see how I did endeavour all 
I could to talk with as few as I could” [14 Sept. 
1665; Latham and Matthews 224].) Defoe ex-
plicitly compared the movement of the conta-
gion to the movement of spoken words: “The 
effluvia of infected bodies may, and must be 
indeed, conveyed from one to another by air; 
so words are conveyed from the mouth of the 
speaker to the ear of the hearer” (Due Prepa-
rations 17). In A Journal, different meanings 
of conversing overlap: physical intimacy or 
proximity generates familiar talk. H. F. re-
peatedly links uncontained orality and death, 
theorizing that the “ordinary Way of Infec-
tion” is “unwary conversing with those who 
were sick” (153). While some Londoners leave 
the city, others do not leave soon enough, “till 
by openly conversing with the other People 
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their Neighbours, they had the Distemper 
upon them” (118). Writing enables distance, 
whereas oral communication means risking 
contact with the disease: “the Plague is not to 
be avoided by those that converse promiscu-
ously in a Town infected” (151).

Alternately immersed in and frightened 
by the soundscape of the plague, H. F. appears 
to retreat from memories of the frightening 
oral-aural world to the safe distance of his 
written text. His narrative is characterized by 
long passages of immersion in different types 
of orality followed by a sudden emphasis on 
his writing. In one instance, he recalls how 
he came upon a poor disconsolate man who 
had been rendered nearly “mute” by grief. The 
gentleman was brought to Pye Tavern, but 
there a “dreadful Set of Fellows” set upon him 
with “impudent Mocks and Jeers,” “taunt[ing] 
him with want of Courage to leap into the 
great Pit.” H. F. dwells on the dreadful fel-
lows’ “ill Language and Oaths,” “profane, and 
even blasphemous Expressions,” and “cursing 
and swearing in a dreadful Manner,” not-
ing that he tried to intervene but that “so far 
from putting a Checque to their horrid Way 
of speaking . . . it made them rail the more.” 
But the technology of writing will enable him 
to selectively erase what he has already partly 
forgotten about the past: “nor if I could re-
member, would I fill my Account with any of 
the Words, the horrid Oaths, Curses, and vile 
Expressions, such, as at that time of the Day, 
even the worst and ordinariest People in the 
Street would not use” (56–58; my emphasis).

H. F. sharply distances himself from 
vulgar oral street culture, even as he records 
this culture in great detail. In a memorable 
set piece on superstitious orality, he claims, 
“[T]he People . . . were more addicted to 
Prophesies, and Astrological Conjurations, 
Dreams, and old Wives Tales, than ever they 
were before or since” (21). It is significant that 
the trigger for this set piece is a step backward 
in time in H. F.’s account. For Defoe, vulgar 
orality is always associated with a backward 

past. H. F. says, “I must go back again to the 
Beginning of this Surprizing Time, while the 
Fears of the People were young” (20). At this 
point the plague has not yet arrived in Lon-
don, but rumors of its impending arrival are 
circulating. The most superstitious forms of 
oral street culture appear to flourish (or is it 
that H. F.’s heightened state of anxiety sud-
denly makes these omnipresent voices more 
audible?). Religious enthusiasts “run about 
the Streets, with their Oral Predictions,” and 
mountebanks and quack doctors hawk magi-
cal remedies. These retailers of superstitious 
orality are not merely foolish but villainous: 
“Oracles of the Devil” who “bewitch’d the 
poor common People” (22, 27, 29). (Oracle 
stems from the Latin orare, ‘to speak.’) The 
“common People” run about “to Fortune tell-
ers, Cunning-men, and Astrologers, to know 
their Fortune, or, as ’tis vulgarly express’d, to 
have their Fortunes told them.” These trades 
grow “so generally practised, that it became 
common to have Signs and Inscriptions set 
up at Doors; here lives a Fortune-teller” (26). 
Trade signs depict legendary women and 
men associated with prophetic speech, such 
as Mother Shipton, the cunning woman of 
English folklore, or Roger Bacon, a medieval 
magus reputed to have possessed a brass head 
that could talk. Disembodied and brainless yet 
still able to exercise influence through foolish 
speech, “Fryar Bacon’s Brazen-Head” was for 
Defoe an apt symbol for the superstitious oral-
ity of the common people, who turned “mad, 
upon their running after Quacks, and Moun-
tebanks, and every practising old Woman, for 
Medicines and Remedies” (26, 29).

The cultural response to this supersti-
tious orality is socially stratified: “the midling 
People, and the working labouring Poor . . . 
threw away their Money in a most distracted 
Manner” (27). The response is also gendered, 
for old women are the most superstitious. 
The “Heavens” are full of portents that can be 
read without literacy, and old women play a 
central role in this type of interpretive work: 
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“the Dreams of old Women: Or, I should say, 
the Interpretation of old Women upon other 
Peoples Dreams . . . put abundance of People 
even out of their Wits” (22). H. F. does not 
reject the possibility that God could speak 
through portents; rather, he prides himself on 
being a cautious observer, and he especially 
mistrusts these women as interpreters of di-
vine signs.6 Under their guidance or misguid-
ance, the people are “poreing continually at 
the Clouds,” seeing “Shapes and Figures, Rep-
resentations and Appearances” such as “Cof-
fins in the Air” (22–23). H. F. sees a “Crowd of 
People in the Street”

all staring up into the Air, to see what a 
Woman told them appeared plain to her, 
which was an Angel cloth’d in white, with a fi-
ery Sword in his Hand, waving it, or brandish-
ing it over his Head. She described every Part 
of the Figure to the Life; shew’d them the Mo-
tion, and the Form; and the poor People came 
into it so eagerly, and with so much Readiness; 
YES, I see it all plainly, says one. (23)

Defoe himself often associated the telling of 
fortunes, fables, legends, and “merry Tales” 
with old women. In A Tour thro’ the Whole 
Island of Great Britain (1724–26), he observed 
that when he traveled near the Cheviot Hills, 
he inquired of the “old Women every where, 
whether they had heard of the Fight at Chevy 
Chace,” and “they . . . all had the Account of 
it at their Fingers end” (120). Similarly, in his 
treatise on the occult, A System of Magick 
(1726), he observes, “We have abundance of 
merry Tales scatter’d abroad in the Oral Tra-
dition of antient times, and among those an-
tient things called Old Women” (225). It is no 
accident that he uses the word “antient” here 
twice, for as I have suggested, he ideologically 
associated even living oral tradition with a 
backward past. In A Journal, H. F.’s associa-
tion of old women and superstitious orality 
is so strong that when men participate with-
out caution in these conversations, H. F. calls 
them “old Women too”:

A blazing Star or Comet appear’d for several 
Months before the Plague . . . the old Women, 
and the Phlegmatic Hypocondriac Part of the 
other Sex, who I could almost call old Women 
too, remark’d . . . that those two Comets pass’d 
directly over the City, and that so very near the 
Houses, that it was plain, they imported some-
thing peculiar to the City alone. (20–21)

(We have seen this gesture in the Applebee’s 
issue attributed to Defoe, where the writer, 
addressing the problem of the women search-
ers, refers to the careless male clerks who 
recorded or invented their verdicts as “not 
above half a Degree better old Women than 
the Searchers” themselves.)

The theme of this section is the apparent 
explosion of erroneous orality, but there is 
also a sharp increase in certain kinds of cheap 
print. H. F. condemns first oral modes and 
then print genres (such as almanacs) that he 
sees as linked to superstitious orality. Of the 
people’s addiction to “old Wives Tales,” he re-
marks, “Whether this unhappy Temper was 
originally raised by the Follies of some People 
who got Money by . . . printing Predictions, 
and Prognostications I know not; but certain it 
is, Book’s frighted them terribly; such as Lilly’s 
Almanack, Gadbury’s Astrological Predictions; 
Poor Robin’s Almanack and the like” (21). Else-
where, he works to distinguish between mere 
oral “Stories” and would-be credible print, but 
at moments like this one, the reality of mutual 
interaction asserts itself against the proposed 
divide. The government tries to suppress these 
superstitious print genres, just as it tried to 
shut down dangerous sites and practices of 
public orality (coffeehouses, taverns, the sing-
ing of ballads). But they too prove impossible 
to contain: “Some Endeavors were used to sup-
press the Printing of such Books as terrify’d 
the People, and to frighten the dispersers of 
them, some of whom were taken up, but noth-
ing was done in it . . . The Government being 
unwilling to exasperate the People, who were, 
as I may say, all out of their Wits already” (25). 
The government then attempts to counter ille-
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gitimate orality with authorized print: “having 
seen the foolish Humour of the People, in run-
ning after Quacks, and Mountebanks, Wiz-
ards, and Fortune-tellers. . . . The Lord Mayor 
. . . order’d the College of Physicians to publish 
Directions for cheap Remedies, for the Poor.”  
But, significantly, these directions printed “by 
Authority” turn out to be no more credible 
than “old Wives Tales”: “the very Physicians 
were seized with [the plague]” (33–34).

After relating stories of oral street cul-
ture for thirteen pages, H. F. suddenly ex-
claims, “I might spend a great deal of Time 
in my Exclamations against the Follies, and 
indeed Wickedness of those things . . . But my 
Memorandums of these things relate rather to 
take notice only of the Fact” (32). Emphasiz-
ing that he is writing, not telling, a story, he 
brings this set piece on illegitimate orality to 
a close by pointedly announcing the arrival of 
the plague: “I am supposing now, the Plague 
to be begun” (33). The structural organization 
suggests a causal relation: the people’s addic-
tion to “old Wives Tales” seems to trigger the 
arrival of the plague. Abruptly moving on—as 
if to put the escaped oral back in its place—he 
then immediately reprints the 1665 Orders 
for the containment of the contagion (36–43). 
Structurally creating a before and after of su-
perstitious orality and would-be authoritative 
print, H. F. temporarily displaces this unset-
tling outburst of popular orality with the 
printed dictates of a would-be ordered city.

And, in fact, in H. F.’s account the arrival 
of the plague seems to kill off oral street cul-
ture. H. F. claims that none of the supersti-
tious strategies the people turned to worked: 
“the poor People found the Insufficiency of 
those things, and . . . many of them were after-
wards carried away in the Dead Carts” (32). At 
least three times he mentions the “silen[cing]” 
of superstitious orality. It is not clear whether 
this silencing really happens or whether it 
is his wishful thinking. In one instance, he 
speculates that “the Hand of Divine Justice” 
has struck down the offending parties:

One thing I cannot omit here, and indeed 
I thought it was extraordinary, at least, it 
seemed a remarkable Hand of Divine Jus-
tice, (viz) That all the Predictors, Astrologers, 
 Fortune-tellers, and what they call’d cunning-
Men, Conjurers, and the like; calculators of 
Nativities, and dreamers of Dreams, and such 
People, were gone and vanish’d, not one of 
them was to be found . . . now they were silent 
. . . some have been critical enough to say, that 
every one of them dy’d; I dare not affirm that, 
but this I must own, that I never heard of one 
of them that ever appear’d after the Calamity 
was over. (141–42; my emphasis)

Later he again models the silencing of erro-
neous orality: “As for Quackery and Moun-
tebank, of which the Town was so full, I 
listened to none of them, and have observ’d 
often since with some Wonder, that for two 
Years after the Plague, I scarcely saw or heard 
of one of them about Town.” Yet this phoe-
nixlike culture again proves itself not really 
dead: “Solomon Eagle the naked Quaker . . . 
prophesy’d evil Tidings every Day” (186, 187). 
Oral culture is never really displaced; rather, 
the text repeatedly models its disappearance.

H. F. struggles to reject mere oral “Sto-
ries” in favor of empirical evidence and writ-
ten records. Yet, as he himself notes, even the 
printed texts to which he turns to reconstruct 
the plague—the bills—are built on the foun-
dation of oral reports. Although he strives to 
be modern in the face of older ways of seeing 
and coping (at least after he too tries to read 
the “Signs of the Heavens”), in the end he re-
affirms certain traditional ways of seeing the 
world. John J. Richetti suggests that “H.F.’s 
narrative is the unfolding of a mystery and its 
reduction to facts—statistics, measurements, 
causes and effects” (236), but ultimately H. F. 
concludes that the plague is not wholly expli-
cable in empirical terms. In the end, he relies 
on both natural and supernatural explana-
tions of the plague, and at the conclusion of 
his narrative it is the mystery that is given the 
prime place. In keeping with my argument 
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that Defoe attempted to make print more 
credible by modeling it as separate from cer-
tain types of orality, H. F. associates the op-
position between suspect orality and reliable 
writing with that between supernatural and 
empirical or natural explanations: “If I should 
say, that this is a visible Summons to us all to 
Thankfulness . . . perhaps it may be thought 
by some . . . an officious canting of religious 
things, preaching a Sermon instead of writing 
a History” (191–92). Again, media forms that 
are in reality copresent and interdependent 
are modeled as in some sense competing with 
each other. H. F.’s ultimate turn to supernatu-
ral explanation will, he fears, expose him to 
the charge of cant (yet another variety of the 
corrupt orality that he has tried hard to dis-
sociate himself from throughout A Journal).

In the final sentence of his narrative, H. F. 
explicitly reconnects himself to written re-
cord, referring again to the “Memorandums” 
on which his account is based. But then, in an 
unexpected move, he concludes in verse: “a 
coarse but sincere Stanza of my own, which 
I plac’d at the end of my ordinary Memoran-
dums, the same Year they were written”:

  A dreadful Plague in London was, 
    In the Year Sixty Five, 
Which swept an Hundred Thousand Souls 
    Away; yet I alive!

    H.F. (193)

While Defoe was an accomplished poet, his 
saddler character pointedly is not. Today the 
hauntingly awkward verse with which H. F. 
concludes his narrative may serve as a timely 
reminder of the uneven development of lit-
eracy and access to written and printed texts 
in early modern England and so as a caution 
against narratives of the displacement of oral-
ity by writing and/or print. H. F.’s narrative 
began with an oral rumor, and it ends with a 
hybrid form indebted to both orality and lit-
eracy: a written ballad. His “coarse Stanza” is 
a traditional ballad stanza (alternating iambic 
tetrameter and trimeter lines rhyming abcb), a 

poetic form historically inseparable from oral 
expression but here also indebted to the visual 
organizing structures of the written or printed 
page. Throughout A Journal, H. F. has worked 
to rewrite the past of a culture still plagued by 
unruly orality in the new, idealized image of 
a print-oriented civic order, and his modeling 
of a binary divide between “those Days” and 
“now” is indicative of Defoe’s larger contri-
bution to evolutionary models of orality and 
literacy. But the endings of Defoe’s fictions 
typically reject easy binaries, and H. F.’s hy-
brid stanza reminds us that binary models 
of media shift have never done justice to the 
complexity of actual lived experience. What 
we see at such moments is that there is no real 
divide between orality and literacy as H. F. 
would have it—only the eighteenth-century 
emergence of an enormously influential pro-
gressive narrative of media shift that would 
remodel a reciprocal, living relation as a his-
torical fiction of “then” and “now.”

Notes

1. In A Journal, Defoe foregrounds the way that print 
seems to live on after “the Author is forgotten in his 
Grave” when, in a startling moment, H. F. mentions the 
dissenter’s burial ground in Bunhill Fields and an un-
identified voice intrudes into the text to inform us that 
“the Author of this Journal [that is, H. F.], lyes buried in 
that very Ground” (181). Defoe himself would be buried 
in Bunhill Fields graveyard in 1731.

2. The most influential twentieth-century proponent 
of the hermeneutic of “orality and literacy” is Walter J. 
Ong (e.g., Reader and Orality). However, as I suggest here 
and argue in a current book project on print culture and 
the idea of oral tradition in eighteenth-century Britain, 
this binary model, if not this terminology, was emergent 
in the early eighteenth century and was closely related 
to the spread of printing after the lapse of the Licensing 
Act in 1695. For representative arguments for and against 
the view that major shifts of epistemology, cognition, and 
narration accompanied the so-called shift from orality to 
literacy, see Ong, Reader and Orality; Goody, Domestica-
tion and Interface; and Finnegan. The purpose of my own 
essay is to contribute toward the historicizing of these 
evolutionary models of media shift. For important at-
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tempts to move beyond what Finnegan critiques as “Great 
Divide” theories, see Graff; Street.

3. Munkhoff 2. See also Bell; Forbes; and Slack. I am es-
pecially indebted to Munkhoff’s important archival work.

4. Schonhorn proposes that “a good deal of Defoe’s 
anecdotal detail . . . must have been transmitted to him 
orally by his uncle [Henry Foe], who was still alive in De-
foe’s fifteenth year” (392). Defoe’s prose style is known for 
its distinctly oral quality. H. F.’s narrative is characterized 
by such “oral residue” as a high degree of repetition and 
redundancy, cadences reminiscent of the speaking voice, 
and colloquial phrases and formulaic refrains (“poor dying 
Creatures”). (On oral residue, see Ong, Reader 313–29.)

5. There is one possible exception to this statement. 
H. F. momentarily appears to acknowledge that exam-
iners and searchers performed different duties when he 
notes, “Families . . . took all the measures they could . . . 
if any died in their Houses to get them return’d to the 
Examiners, and by the Searchers, as having died of other 
Distempers” (162; my emphasis).

6. On Puritan hermeneutics and Defoe’s own deeply 
ingrained habit of reading events such as natural disasters 
as signs, see Hunter, Reluctant Pilgrim. Elsewhere, Hunter 
proposes more specifically of A Journal that H. F.’s “preoc-
cupation . . . with how to read the signs and decide what he 
should do is an epistemological paradigm for the age” (Be-
fore Novels 46). Cynthia Wall’s introduction to the Penguin 
Classics edition productively links the reading of signs such 
as tokens with the rigorous demands of interpreting writ-
ten and printed texts (including H. F.’s own narrative).
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